
Medita'on – Slogans, sayings and Sacred Truths 

It is no surprise that I’m a fan of language – how it’s used; how it changes – and especially, the 
art of persuasive language (editorials, adver<sements and sermons not least among my areas of 
interest.) we could spend days discussing the impact of certain phrases down the years: ‘BeBer 
dead than red’; ‘the buck stops here’; ‘loose lips sink ships.’ Every genera<on can produce a 
different list, and each of these slogans found life beyond the original context - for example, the 
phrase ‘don’t mess with Texas’ - oJen used to suggest the superiority of the state - began life as 
an an<-liBering campaign in the 60’s.  

Slogans and catchphrases like this are useful in all kinds of public situa<ons, and poli<cal 
movements have long been a ready source. They can be clever, caus<c, and controversial - the 
best are usually all these at once. During the1957 elec<on in Britain, the ruling conserva<ves 
campaigned under the banner “Never had it so good.” The Labour Party countered with the 
slogan “Never been had so good.”  It would make good comedy except both sides are usually 
deadly serious. 

We are in a <me of fruiYul slogan-making which is to say a <me of civil unrest and widespread 
social injus<ce and that should have us paying close aBen<on to the way things are being said — 
especially when it comes to those who would govern. Four years of ‘Make America great again’ 
has done anything but; decades of varia<ons on ‘Black Lives MaBer’ have only shown how deep 
the divide really is.  Five years aJer the Truth and Reconcilia<on Commission ended its hearings, 
there is liBle evidence in most of our lives of a change of heart towards First Na<ons in this 
country. Slogans are great, but ac<on is beBer. 

So in a week that saw a major party on the Canadian poli<cal landscape elect a leader who has 
indicated that he wants help to ‘Take Canada Back’, I am grateful for a gospel reading that 
features (among other things) one of Chris<anity’s principal slogans. We have reduced even this 
to something without context - ‘Take up your cross...’ we say, as though it was just an ancient 
version of ‘pull up your socks’, or ‘keep a s<ff upper lip.’ But in MaBhew’s gospel, Jesus is 
describing a path forward - not to glory, but to something else. 

There is suffering and death on the road ahead. This is not prophecy on Jesus’ part (and it is a 
look back in <me where the author of the gospel is concerned) but for Jesus this is the only 
result of his ac<ons. He is proclaiming a radically different approach to faith - one that reads and 
interprets the Law of Moses in ways that are unheard of. He asks his friends to consider the 
divine source rather than the human revela<on of these ancient community founda<ons. And 
then he seals the deal with a slogan that has all the hallmarks of a poli<cal slogan. 

For this is poli<cs that Jesus plays. You can’t thumb your nose at the power structures - ignore 
Sabbath laws and cross boundaries of accepted cultural behaviour (consor<ng with women and 
lepers and centurions and what-not) and not be ‘poli<cal.’ Then and now, faith (of a kind) shapes 
poli<cs and poli<cs profess faith (of a kind) - to imagine Jesus was not poli<cal is to miss the 
point of the gospels all together. The redemp<on of crea<on is a poli<cal act - the kingdom of 
earth is meant to be modelled once and for all aJer the kingdom of heaven - poli<cal images 
right down to the core. So Jesus, the peasant poli<cian, gives us the ul<mate poli<cal slogan in 



MaBhew 16: 24: “If any want to become my followers, let them deny themselves and take up 
their cross and follow me.”  

Deny yourself didn’t make it as the sound-byte. We have soJened the blow by choosing to 
ignore the front end of Jesus’ statement. But in a <me known for the violence of crucifixion as a 
tool of the state to silence opponents of the status quo, to suggest that the way forward was to 
accept that there was a cross with your name on it is a profoundly poli<cal statement. Face the 
facts, is what this ‘slogan’ says. Come to terms with the power of your opponent. Recognize that 
the way forward comes at a cost, but it is necessary to pay that price if you want to change the 
system. 

When Jesus says “take up your cross and follow me,” he invites us to admit that the world is not 
as it should be - that those who wield power in the world are dangerous - and the path to 
change is full of dangerous obstacles. And he is challenging us to follow anyhow. Take the risk - 
the world as it is is not the prize - his goal (and ours, if we’re willing) is the world as it ought to 
be; defined by jus<ce, mercy, grace and compassion.  

The redemp<on of crea<on is a long, slow, painful birthing process and we are best guided by 
the brutal honesty of “deny yourself, take up your cross and follow.” This mindset is worlds away 
from ‘making America great’ or ‘taking back Canada’ for that maBer. Denying self, shouldering 
our cross and following Jesus leads us down a path that is not restricted to a single na<on or 
ideology, or (dare I say it) religious prac<ce. Jesus ‘slogan’ in MaBhew 16 is concerned with a 
path that leads humanity beyond its own narrow concerns and back to the loving embrace of the 
divine love in which is at the centre of our very being. 


